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The Higgs Boson Timeline



The EW Symmetry Breaking
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The Higgs & the Universe - th



The Higgs & the Universe - exp



The Higgs & the Universe

that’s why (higher order - precision)  
EW+QCD  

is REALLY important!



Indirect Searches at LEP



Higgs Couplings



Higgs Production in e+e−



Higgs Production in pp



The gluon-gluon fusion



The VBF mode



Higgs Production at LHC phase II



Summary of the Higgs production at LHC



Higgs Branching Ratios



Analysis of the decay modes                                              
(as done by ATLAS and CMS)



H → WW → 2ℓ2ν



H → WW → 2ℓ2ν
main backgrounds



H → WW → 2ℓ2ν



H → WW → 2ℓ2ν

•Much higher BR than H→ZZ* →4l, ~1% •More backgrounds, final state not fully 
reconstructed •STXS stage 1 difficult but stage 0 (production modes) possible

2020 plot



H → ZZ* → 4ℓ



H → ZZ* → 4ℓ

2020 plot



H → ZZ* → 4ℓ

m4ℓ = (p1 + p2 + p3 + p4)2

First mass measurement with full 
Run-2 dataset 


•Recover FSR, constrain m12 to 
mZ (15% resolution gain) 


•Parametrize m4l distribution as 
double-sided Crystal Ball function 

  

‣ Analysis categories based on 
final state (resolution) and BDT 
(for better S/B) 

‣ Background shapes from 
smoothed MC, ZZ* norm floats

mH=124.92±0.21 GeV

2020 plot



H → ZZ* → 4ℓ

discovery plot



H → ZZ* → 4ℓ

discovery, 5/fb 35/fb today - 140/fb

like 10 HZZ like 100 HZZ like 400 HZZ



H → γγ



H → γγ



H → γγ



H → γγ

discovery plot



H → γγ



H → γγ

2020 plot



H → bb̄

H→bb takes the largest 
BR~58% → drives the size 
of the total decay width à 
measurements of absolute 
couplings and constrain on 
BSM BR allowed

The most sensitive VH, 
H→bb analysis, has 3 
channels 0-, 1-, 2 charged 
leptons à final states Zàvv, 
Wàlv and 



H → ττ
Main discriminant 
variable: mττ, crucial to 
discriminate and 
constrain (normalize) 
the large Z → ττ bkg 

3 channels targeting all 
possible decay modes: 
two reconstructed taus 
in ll, lh and hh decay 
modes 



H → μ+μ−

Select events with two well-isolated opposite-signed muons.  
Classify events on the topology of the production modes

ggH, VBF, VH and ttH are targeted by both collaborations.

golden channel for probing the Higgs boson coupling with the 2nd generation fermions!

BR(H→μμ) ~ 2.19 x 10-4

Isolate signal with binary BDT or DNN output Extract signal strength and background shape in fit to data



H → μ+μ−

Obs (exp) 
3.0 (2.5) σ



Higgs Couplings @ 2021



Spin-Parity
Spin and Parity of the Higgs boson measured in WW*/ZZ* final states using 
Run-I 7 TeV and 8 TeV data (~25/ fb). SM Higgs boson hypothesis, JP = 0+, 
tested against alternative spin scenarios, which were excluded at 99.9% CL
In Run2 Higgs boson spin-CP tested, e.g. in γγ decays, with angle 
distributions of photons and jets sensitive to these properties ¤ For a scalar 
particle |cos θ∗| shows a strong drop around 0.6 



ttH



ttH



ttH

observed!



Higgs Invisible
BR(H→ ) ~ 0.1%νν̄νν̄

Higgs and invisible particles can be a way to look a the dark (matter) side
a mediator between SM and DM particles?

Missing Energy + Jets 



Higgs Invisible

assuming Mh=125 GeV => expected (observed) = 0.29 (0.25) 



double Higgs production

only way to access to the self-interaction
and measure the trilinear coupling λ = m2 h /2v



H H
need to gain as much statistics as possible but with realistic bkg fight

production xsec @ LO: 16 fb (∼ 1500 times smaller than single Higgs production)

double Higgs decay modes



H H

very clean signature, very low BR…

double Higgs decay modes



H H
best possible BR, worst s/b (multijet QCD dominates)

but we could use sub-structure…

double Higgs decay modes



H H
interesting mixed alternatives #1

double Higgs decay modes



H H
interesting mixed alternatives #2

double Higgs decay modes



double Higgs decays



pp→HH→bbbb

double Higgs decay modes



HH → bb̄ZZ → 4ℓ2b

double Higgs decay modes



HH → bb̄γγ

double Higgs decay modes



Why just one?
Q: Who said that there is only one Higgs boson?

Not the Standard Model Theory: one doublet introduced to give bosons mass
Not any symmetry or selection rule, quantic number!
There are NO constraint on how many Higgs doublet must/can/should exist!

A:

Minimal addition: one extra doublet 2HDM

2H
D

M



2HDM



2HDM

???

how to read this??

Next 2 lectures on: what 
CL limits are and what do 

they tell us



The discovery: 
how to read this??


